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  ACROSS 

 1 Pattern for a cross inside place of worship (8) 

 5 Broker's primary type of bond is artificially 

enhanced (6) 

 9 Revealing story about a Swiss folk hero? (8) 

 10 Levy's poem is meandering (6) 

 12 Brand of vodka that's almost difficult to stir (5) 

 13 Seriously, one warm and cozy home (2, 7) 

 14 Pole car engineered in China (9) 

 15 Pack animal totally returned to the side of 

mother (5) 

 17 Lively dances from somewhere else (5) 

 19 Bettors ruined, assuming California comeback 

and Phoenix title (4, 5) 

 21 19th-century industrialist's dreary outlook 

surrounding labor unrest (4, 5) 

 23 Has the courage to find a resolution, in part (5) 

 25 Lies on broken foot cushion (6) 

 26 Makes a rebuttal to ones adding 

things up (8) 

 27 Pick up sound and smells (6) 

 28 Injured seal stuck in swamp 

grass is set free (8) 

 

DOWN 

 1 Tailor initially adjusted suit for 

Shakespearean character (5) 

 2 Fuse shorted by amnesiac spy in 

Australian metropolis (9) 

 3 Renovated el train's private 

facilities (7) 

 4 U.S. soldier raised in Oklahoma 

City beginning to build blockade 

with Democratic member of the 

House Armed Services 

Committee (5, 7) 

 6 Openers for Idina Menzel manufactured word-

of-mouth for Wicked (7) 

 7 0% of the population has electric after 12:00 

(2, 3) 

 8 Encrypted search hit for “Tom Selleck feature” 

(5, 4) 

 11 Clear up number of Supreme Court justices 

split by electronics company's court request (6, 

6) 

 14 Some paintings by Spanish avant-garde artist 

(9) 

 16 People who argue at sporting competitions 

without you (9) 

 18 Junk slob put in second story (7) 

 20 Movie star Ehrenreich on first and last part of 

The Firm (2, 5) 

 22 Children's magazine edition (5) 

 24 Steel wool brand commercial is truly miserable 

(2, 3) 

 


